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T  Test point

Elsa is reading a blog entry about a young artist. Read it carefully. Choose the best 
answers for Questions 1–5. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes. Then complete Question 6. 
(12 marks @ 2 marks)

https://www.myblog.com/JennyChan

My path as a painter
Posted an hour ago

Today is a special day for me. Years of hard work paid off when I received 
the Hong Kong Painting Award.

 In my winning painting, I drew my dad. He’s sitting on his favourite chair 
and reading a novel. With itit, I’d like to express my gratitude to him because 
he has a strong influence on me. In my childhood, my dad hung paintings on 
the walls of our flat. I started to paint by copying them at the age of seven. 
My dad discovered my interest and later taught me painting himself. When 
I was 12, he sent me to different painting classes. After I graduated from 
secondary school, he gave me full support when I decided to study Visual 
Arts in the US.

I’m especially fond of painting people because they have different looks and 
personalities. I often stand in the street for an hour or two to observe the 
passers-by. I ask myself, ‘Is this woman happy? What has just happened 
to that man?’ Then I’ll develop stories about those people and draw them.
Besides, I never get tired of painting the sea because I don’t have to think 
too much and can simply enjoy the beautiful view and the fun of painting.

When I finish a painting and look at it, 
I often feel a sense of success. I wish to 
continue with my career path as a painter, 
and I’m certain I can do it.

Vocabulary  station
gratitude (n.): the feeling of being thankful and wanting to show your thanks

influence (n.): the effect that someone has on the way a person thinks or 
behaves

observe (v.): to watch someone or something carefully to learn more about them

Vocabulary  station
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1 Which of the following is NOT true about Emma’s Adventure? 
A It is a film directed by Robert Bryant.
B It is a two-hour film.
C It is an animation.
D It was released on 5 July.

2 What is paragraph 2 about?
A a brief introduction to the story and main characters 
B the production of the film 
C the reasons why the writer watched this film
D the writer’s opinions about the film

3 In paragraph 3, the expression ‘on the edge of my seat’ means the film.

A is boring

B is difficult to understand
C is exciting

D is humorous

4 In paragraph 5, the word ‘it’ refers to .
A Emma’s life C the film Emma’s Adventure
B how we react D what happens in our lives

5 Which of the following is TRUE about Fiona’s opinions of Emma’s Adventure?A Buddy is her favourite character because the dog is smart.
B She does not like the idea of the world of adventure.
C She thinks the best thing about the film is the adventurous director.D This film is suitable for the whole family to watch together. 

6 Jenny is writing a message to Mandy. Read the film review and help her complete the message. Use only ONE word for each blank. Make sure your answers are grammatically correct.

 

Hi Mandy. Emma’s Adventure is a recently released animated film. The story is about how Emma (i)  challenges in a world of adventure, where she meets different creatures. I’ve seen some pictures of the creatures and they’re (ii)  ! I’m going to see this film this Saturday. Would you like to come with me?

Pay 
attention 
to the form 
of the verb.

Read the first two
sentences in paragraph 
3 carefully to work out 
the meaning.
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HKAT official papers
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Locating specific information in texts

L  Learning point

When we sequence events, items and pictures, we put them in the correct order. 

Keywords such as first, next, then, before, after and finally in the text help us work 

out the answers. We can use ‘next’, ‘then’ and ‘after that’ in any order.

(e.g.) First, get two slices of bread, a jar of jam and a knife ready. Next, 

spread the jam on one slice of bread. Then, put the other slice of bread 

on top. Finally, cut the sandwich in half.

  Arrange the steps of making a jam sandwich in the correct order.

A B C D 

C A  D  B

The keywords first, next, then and finally in the above passage show the steps 

of making a jam sandwich.

P Practice point

Read the texts carefully and answer Questions 1–4. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes.

Today, I’m going to teach you how to cook salmon spaghetti with lemon juice. 

First, boil the spaghetti for eight minutes and put it in a bowl. Next, heat some 

oil in a frying pan and place the salmon in it. After you add some onions, salt 

and pepper, pan-fry the salmon for three minutes. After that, use a spoon to 

break up the salmon into small pieces. Then, put the spaghetti into the pan 

before you add some lemon juice. Finally, stir gently and cook for another two 

minutes. The dish is now ready to serve.

1 Arrange the cooking steps in the correct order.

A Add lemon juice.

B Add some onions, salt and pepper to the pan.

C Pan-fry the salmon for a few minutes.

D Put the spaghetti into the pan.

ReadingReading 5 Sequencing events, items  
and pictures
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on the target skills
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L Learning point

When we sequence events, items and pictures, we put them in the correct order.

We can work out the sequence of events by looking at time phrases such as this 

morning, at noon, tonight, last week, yesterday, tomorrow and next week. 

Keywords like after and before also show us what happens first and what comes 

next or later.

(e.g.) Put the following events in the correct order. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes.

A had a special meal C met Aunt Kelly

B had breakfast D swept the floor

B D C A

Jess: ②This morning, I helped Mum sweep the floor ①after breakfast. ③At noon, 

Aunt Kelly came and we had lunch together.

Leo: What did you do in the evening?

Jess: My family and I went to watch a film at 8:30 p.m. ④Before that, we had a 

special meal together.

P  Practice point

Calvin is talking with Mandy about his trip. Listen carefully and choose 
the best answers for Questions 1–2. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes. You 
have 20 seconds to study the questions. You may start now.

1 What did Calvin do before he went to the airport? Arrange the events in the 

correct order.

A Calvin double-checked his luggage. C Calvin packed his luggage.

B Calvin had breakfast. D Calvin took the shuttle bus.

2 Arrange the things Calvin did in the correct order.

 A B C D

P4_AE_L4.1

Listening Listening 4 Sequencing events, items 
and pictures
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Adopts a 3-part learn-and-drill approach

Arranged in increasing level of difficulty

Modelled on the latest HKAT exams
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QR codes

Assorted Exercise Book

Name:

Class:  ( )

 English Practice Series
Oxford

HKAT (Pre-S1)

English in

English Practice Series
Oxford

HKAT (Pre-S1)

English in

Oxford HKAT (Pre-S1) English 2 in 1 — Assorted Exercises & Mock Papers (Enhanced 
Edition) is a three-book exam practice series carefully designed in accordance with the text types, 
question types and formats of the latest papers in the Pre-S1 Hong Kong Attainment Test.

Assorted Exercise Book:
• 14 units, each targeting one essential HKAT exam skill
• Adopts a 3-part learn-and-drill approach in each unit

Learning point L  — explains major HKAT exam skills

Practice point P  — provides intensive practice on the target skills

Test point T — consists of a short test modelled on the HKAT official papers, 

reinforcing students’ knowledge of the target skills and familiarizing them with 
the exam formats

• Exercises arranged in increasing level of difficulty 

• Vocabulary stations in Reading exercises enrich students’ vocabulary

• Word banks in Writing tasks provide additional prompts and ideas for students

• ‘Tips!’ boxes provide reminders and guiding questions to aid students’ thinking

• Challenging questions strengthen students’ problem-solving and higher-order 
thinking skills

• Questions on target skills are highlighted for easy reference

• Writing videos explain the writing tasks step by step to enhance students’ writing skills

9 789888 827961

ISBN 978-988-8827-96-1

www.oupchina.com.hk
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© Oxford University Press 
HKAT Mock Paper P6 Set 1

Hong Kong Attainment Test
ENGLISH

(Pre-Secondary 1)

Mock Paper

Primary 6 (Set 1)

Instructions
1 There are eight pages in this question booklet.
2 The test has Sections A to C.
3 Use a blue or black pen in this test.
4 On the cover of the answer booklet, write your name, class and class number.5 Write all your answers in the spaces provided in the answer booklet.6 For multiple-choice questions, choose only ONE answer for each question. Write your answers (A, B, C or D) in the boxes in the answer booklet. Two or more answers will score NO MARKS.

Time allowed for the test
Section A (Listening): 15 minutes

Sections B–C (Reading and Writing): 35 minutes

Question Booklet
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© Oxford University Press 
HKAT Mock Paper P6 Set 1

Hong Kong Attainment Test

ENGLISH

(Pre-Secondary 1)

Mock Paper

Primary 6 (Set 1)

For Teacher’s Reference

Testing Area Section Marks

Listening

A (Part 1)         / 10

A (Part 2)         / 10

A (Part 3)         / 12

Reading

B (Part 1)         / 12

B (Part 2)         / 12

B (Part 3)         / 14

Writing C         / 30

Total         / 100

Answer Booklet

Name: 

Class:      Class number: 
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Go on to the next page

Part 3 (12 marks @ 2 marks)

Karen is collecting some feedback on the Drama Club’s performance last week. She is 
talking to her classmate Jason on the phone. Listen carefully and complete the feedback 
form for Karen. You have 30 seconds to study the form. You may start now. 

Drama Club
Feedback form on A Happy World

Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  . 

Name: Jason Tam Class: 6A

Length of the play

 too short  just right  too long (11)

Storyline 

(You may put a ‘✓’ in more than one  .) 

 boring  funny  meaningful (12)

 sad  simple  touching

How would you rate the acting? 

 1–very bad  2–quite bad  3–fair (13)

 4–quite good  5–very good 

Other comments on the performance 

• (14)

• (15)

Would you like to watch another performance by the Drama Club?  

 Yes  No  Maybe (16)

P6_MP_L4.3

Marks

11

12

13

14

15

16
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  1 Assorted Exercise Book in a 3-part learn-and-drill approach

  4 sets of Mock Papers

  Free HKAT Exam Skills Booklet for self-learning

  Writing videos facilitating students to complete their writing

Comprehensive exam companions

© Oxford University Press

Using a mind map to 
organize ideas 

Challenging questions

strengthening students’ problem-solving and higher-order thinking skills

Tip boxes

providing reminders and guiding 
questions to aid students’ thinking

Target skill questions

focusing on testing the target 
skills just learnt 

explaining the writing tasks step by step

providing additional prompts and 
ideas for students

Target skill questions, challenging questions and tip boxes

Writing support

MarksDate

232323

1 Where did Andrew write this blog entry?

A at home C in a camper

B in a cafe D on a beach

2 Which of the following is TRUE about the kayaking course? 

A It lasted for 120 minutes. 

B It was in the morning.

 C They did very well at the beginning of the course.

D They took the course in a lake. 

3 In paragraph 4, the word ‘them’ refers to .

A Andrew’s parents

B the beach staff

C the kayaking coach

D the tourists

4 Which of the following is NOT true about Beachfront Holiday Park?

A It has some antique shops. 

B It is a 15-minute walk from the town centre.

C It is in a historic town.

D It is near a beach.

5 What is Andrew going to do when he is back home?

A post a video about the trip 

B post more photos of the trip

C share a post about kayaking

D write another blog entry about the trip

6 Read the blog entry. Arrange the pictures in the correct order. Write A, B, C or D 

in the boxes.

A B C D

Pay attention to the 
details of the kayaking course.

What did Andrew 
write in the end?
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L  Learning point

A mind map helps us brainstorm and organize ideas before we start 

writing. We usually use short phrases but not complete sentences in 

a mind map. Below is an example of a mind map based on the picture 

next to it:

at a 
funfair

shot the 
balls

Where 
it was

What 
it did

A story 
about 

Bunny Ben’s 
day

How 
it felt

joyful

This mind map shows you a story about Bunny Ben’s day. It shot the 

balls at a funfair. It felt joyful.

P Practice point

Look at Pictures (a) to (d) on p. 36 and read the words under them carefully. Then 
complete the mind map below.

P5_AE_W1

(a)

We use 
dialogues 
in a story.

‘

’

flew 

and played 

had a 

some children

(c)

(d): What did you say and do?

My day in 

the country 

park

left a lot of 

and did not 

(b)
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You are Paul. You and your mum went to a flower shop today. Based on the 
pictures below, write an email to your friend Michael about what happened. Write 
at least 80 words.

G You may use the words under the pictures to help you.

a b

buy/flowers cook dinner/set the table

c d

?
(What happened next?)

break/pieces

WritingWriting 1 Using relative pronouns to add 
information

Word bank
a florist (n.) fresh (adj.) rose (n.) various (adj.)

b ceramic (adj.) dining table (n.) return (v.) vase (n.)

c accidentally (adv.) fall off (phr. v.) smash (v.) worried (adj.)
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Picture      

What did the 
children do?

Use the word prompts under the pictures to fill in the blanks.

•  Revision notes on HKAT exam skills

•  Advanced exercises for enhancement

Exam Skills Booklet 
offering detailed revision notes 
and exercises for self-learning

Writing skill
Writing a good ending

To write a good ending, we should:
1 pay attention to the pictorial cues in and the words below Picture (c).
2 think of a logical ending (it should follow the events of Picture (c)).
3 make the ending interesting and creative.
Look at the example below. It shows how we can write a good ending based on Picture (c):

(c) 
Dad looks hungry 
and annoyed. What 
will he do next?

There are only two 
cups of water on 
the dining table. 
The food has not 
come yet.

The words under 
the picture show 
that you and Dad 
have waited for a 
long time.

wait/long time

Sample ending: 

Finally, Dad grew impatient, so he asked the waiter to serve the food quickly. After another 20 minutes, the food came. We were already as hungry as lions. Even worse, the food was cold! We were very disappointed with this restaurant.

11

10
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Read the text carefully and answer Question 1. Write A, B or C in 

the boxes.

(i)

Hong Kong offers a variety of cuisine, from Asian to Western. 

You should also try the local specialities, such as the egg tarts.

(ii)

The scenic view of the countryside in Hong Kong is fantastic. 

Birdwatchers will love the Mai Po Nature Reserve, while hikers 

can enjoy the beautiful landscape along the hiking trails.

(iii)

Wander around the streets to discover some heritage sites. You 

will be amazed at the historical churches, temples and buildings. 

1 Match the following headings with paragraphs (i) to (iii).

A Cultural walk  C Stay with nature

B Food paradise

(i) (ii) (iii)

Read the text carefully and answer Question 2. Write A or B in 

the boxes.

Comedy of Mistakes is full of funny moments. It is a book which 

will make you laugh. In Levi and Olivia, a prince fell in love with 

a princess, but their parents want to stop them. The couple plans 

to run away.

2 Based on the description of the books, choose the most 

suitable book for Lisa and Ivy.

(i)  Lisa wants to read a book  

that will make her happy.

(ii) Ivy loves reading romance.

A Comedy of Mistakes

B Levi and Olivia

(i) (ii)
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